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ALTERNATIVE TO HYDROELECTRICITY
MISSOULA, MONTANA--
The Pacific Northwest has relatively poor alternative sources of energy to hydroelectric
power, Myron Katz stated Wednesday in the seventh of the University of Montana lecture series 
on water problems of the Northwest.
Katz, chief economist for the Bonneville Power Administration, Portland, Ore., and econom 
ics lecturer at Portland State College, spoke on the economic implications of the changing 
emphasis from hydroelectric to nuclear-thermal power in the Pacific Northwest.
Katz, who spoke at the water lecture series also sponsored two years ago by the School of 
Forestry, noted that the Northwest consumes per capita two and one-half times the national 
average of electrical power consumption, but pays only one-half the national average cost.
We are beneficiaries of abundant, low cost hydroelectrical power. By the mid-1970's
however, all the economically feasible hydro sites in the Pacific Northwest will either be 
built or under construction.
Then we will have to turn to other sources of electrical energy, probably thermal. He 
estimated that by 1990 the Northwest would consume 300 billion kilowatt hours; that is nine 
billion more than the entire United States produced in 1949, and only two nations produce more
now the United States and the Soviet Union.
Katz reported that a Power Planning Council, promoted by the Bonneville Power Administra-
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Katz, who is coincidentally a long-time member of the Sierra Club, said the plans also
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he J l a f r  J any of the proposed facilities would damage the environment, the facility should 
be so modified not to damage the environment and the cost could be carried on to the consumer.
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